


ATTENTION!

Please read this manual carefully before operating your pump.

Retain it for future reference.

Record model number and serial number of the set.
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SOLAFLUX 4" PUMP WITH  MK3  ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION AND USE 
 
                                  - - - - - 
 

ATTENTION! IMPORTANT! 
 
Please read the following instructions carefully before installing. 
You are advised to attend a brief practical course at the manufacturer's firm before 
opening and disassembling the pump. 
 

- - - - - 
 
 

GENERAL INFORMATIONS 
 
SOLAFLUX is a stainless steel submersible pump which runs with continuous electric 
current, with low power and high performance. It can be powered by nominals 
voltages between 24V and 48V, absorbing between 1A and 4A, and head (lift height) 
from 0 to 150 metres. 
It is actioned by a patented system of counter-balanced pistons activated by cams and 
rollers in oil bath powered by a c.c. motor with permanent magnets and special long-
lasting brushes, entirely sealed and completely isolated from water. 
The pump is usually constructed in three versions: with 3,0 mm cam, for heads (lift 
height) up to 50 mt. and high flow rates, with 2,6 mm cam for heads up to 80 mt. and 
average flows, with 2,0 mm cam for heads up to 150 mt. and low flows.  
It can be directly powered by two or four common solar photovoltaic panels (each 
nominal 12V) or with accumulator batteries. With the pump is included an electronic 
safety and control device  called "controller MK3" (see pages 10÷18). 
Delivery ranges from 1600 to 9.000 lt. per day (see page 4). 
The pump has a diameter of 98 mm., length 760 mm, weight approx. 13 kg. and it is 
supplied with connection fittings for 25 mm polyethylene pipes. 
It is suitable for pumping water which corresponds to the composition limits of potable 
water at normal environment temperature; it can also be adapted to pump salt water 
or moderately aggressive water with the addition of an "anti-corrosion kit" (zinc 
anode).  
It tolerates a reasonable degree of sand and other impurities and should preferably, 
although not indispensably, function vertically. 
 
The manufacturers have the right to modify the external appearance and the technical 
features of the Solaflux pumps at any moment and without notice. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SOLAFLUX 4" PUMP WITH MK3 ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 

GENERAL TABLE  OF PERFORMANCE 

 

The model with cam 3 is used for heads up to 50 meters. 
The model with cam 2,6 is used for heads up to 80 meters. 
The model with cam 2 is used for heads up to 150 meters. 
 
This table shows possible performances, typically summer, obtainable at a latitude of 
approx. 40° north with insolation of at least 7,0 kwh/sqm. 
 
Daily winter delivery (insolation approx. 5,2 kwh/sqm) is equivalent to approx. 73% of 
daily summer delivery.  
 
The solar panels should be of good quality and be installed on a fixed support facing 
South if north of equator (northern hemisphere), if south of the equator to the North 
(southern hemisphere), with an inclination approximately equal to the latitude of the 
location, and they should be periodically cleaned of dust.  
 
The seasonal regulation  of the panels' inclination can improve the average 
performance by around 5%. 
 
By using a manual or automatic daily solar "tracker" the daily delivery can be 
increased by around 40%.  
 
Maximum efficiency is reached after several hours of running.                 
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dept cam 3 cam 2,6 cam 2 cam 2 cam 2

panels 4x80w panels 4x80w panels 2x80w panels 4x80w battery 24v

10

25

50

75

100

150

in meters

9.000 lt/day 8.500 lt/day 3.800 lt/day 7.200 lt/day  300 lt/hr 

1.150 max lt/hr 1.060 max lt/hr 475 max lt/hr 900 lt/hr 1,0 A 

6.100 lt/day 5.300 lt/ day 2.500 lt/day 4.000 lt/day 230 lt/hr 

760 max lt/hr 660 max lt/hr 315 max lt/hr 500 max lt/hr 1,3 A 

5.300 lt/day 4.300 lt/day 1.900 lt/day 3.600 lt/day 180 lt/hr 

660 max lt/hr 540 max lt/hr 240 max lt/hr 450 max lt/hr 1,9 A 

3.000 lt/day 1.600 lt/day 3.100 lt/day 170 lt/hr 

375 max lt/hr 200 max lt/hr 390 lt/hr 2,3 A 

2.600 lt/day 

330 max lt/hr 

1.800 lt/day 

230 max lt/hr 





 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

SOLAFLUX 4" PUMP WITH MK3 ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
 
                          INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1.   Place  the solar panels  as near as  possible to the well, and the controller as near as     
      possible to the panels. 
2.  Connect  the  main electric  cable,  of  suitable dimensions  and  in neoprene (see          
.    page 8),  to the pump  cable  with a permanent  connection which  must be perfectly   
.    and completely waterproof   and  exclusively  heat-shrinking,  taking  special  care   
.    to  respect  the polarities, since by doing so the brushes will last longer. 
     It  is absolutely  forbidden to joint the  cable with  two-component resins or 

       with self-vulcanizing tape. 
3.   Connect  the  electrical  wires,  connecting  first the  pump and then the solar panels    
      (when disassembling the connections detach first the solar panels and then the pump) 
4.   Prepare an open container filled with water. 
5.   Immerse the pump in the container.  
6.   Start operating  the  pump when completely  submerged in water in the  container in 
     order to check that everything  is  functioning correctly and that the pump is primed.  
     In case of difficulty in pumping water, shake the pump to dislodge air bubbles or use 
     aspiration. 
7.   Connect  the  pump to polyethylene pipe (assembling the joint with the utmost  care, 
     (see page 9) and the safety rope. Ensure the pipe with duct tape, rope and electrical 
     cable by taping read (every 3/5 meters).       

8.   Lower  the  pump  into the  well  holding it by the polyethylene  pipe and  the safety 
      cable taking care not to pull taut the electric cable. 
9.   Immerse  the  pump  only  as  deep  as  necessary to  ensure that it remains always 
      under water, with 5 or 10 metres leeway, but no more. 
10. Safely  secure  the  end  of the polyethylene tube as this must bear the weight of the 
      pump. 
11. The  safety  cable  must  be  at  least  one  meter longer than the polyethylene pipe. 
12. For  the  electric  cable  allow  an  extra  2  metres  more than the polyethylene pipe  
      and  safety cable. 
13. Install the controller vertically in a position  protected from water, aerated and also in 
      the shade. 
14. Install  any  switches,  fuses  or other  similar  apparatus between the panels (or the 
      battery)  and   the  controller  (in  an  air-tight  container,  if  necessary) and  never 
      between the controller and the pump. 
      When  batteries  are  used  a  main  switch  and  a  safety  fuse  must  also  be used   
      (see pages 18 and 19).  
      When  panels  are  used  a  main  switch  is  present  in  MK2.1  controller. 
15. It  is  suggested  to  use,  in  water  storage tanks,  overfill  devices rather than float 
      switches (see page 20).  Never  use  level  testing  probes  in  wells  because  they     
      are  unreliable. Solaflux can occasionally function without water without  problems 
      (a dry check device is present in MK3 controller). 
16. It  is  severely  forbidden  to  install,  for any reason, valves or taps on pipes  
      which must always remain completely free-flowing. 
17.  In  the  event  of  problems  open  the  lid  of the controller box  and check the auto 
       diagnosis LEDs. 
18.  Handle  with  care,  avoid  bumps  and  never  let  the pump fall on to hard 
       surfaces. 
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CAUTION ! ! ! 

 
 

DO NOT DAMAGE ELECTRIC CABLE: 
water can seriously damage the motor. 

 

 

Use particular care  during installation, displacement and 
maintenance. 
DON'T CUT THE CABLE! 
 

The connections on the power cable  must only be carried 
out with  neoprene cables H07RN-F type and sealed with 
heat-shrinking junctions following the instructions 
suggested by Fluxinos Italia Srl.  
 

 

Damage to the pump caused by water entering through the 
damaged cable  IS NOT COVERED BY THE WARRANTY. 

 

 

 

In case of  return of the pump to fluxinos Italia Srl for maintenance, 
it is advisable to return the complete electric cable. If this is not 
possible, CUT THE CABLE  above the waterproof joint. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
SOLAFLUX 4" PUMP WITH MK3 ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
 

MK3 CONTROLLER FUNCTIONING 
 
 

 
The MK3 controller box has, on the right side, a main switch; inside the box there is a 
terminal board  for the connections for the panels cables, for the pump cable and for 
the float cable (or other remote controls) (see page 12, point 8). On the electronic 
circuit board there are: a starting device with some large capacitors (page 11, point 
2), a testing device for dry working (dry check) (page 11, point 3) with a calibration 
potentiometer (page 12, point 4) controlled by a micro switch (page 12, point 5), a 
safety device for overload (page 12, point 6) with a calibration potentiometer (page 
12, point 7) and seven red LEDs for auto-diagnosis (page 11, point 1). The MK3 
controller also contains an automatic device which, when insolation is strong, 
connects the four panels in series and, when insolation is low, connects the same 
panels in a parallel manner, two by two. 
 
Controller MK3 functioning is the following: 
 
- When there is no energy produced by the panels (or from the battery) the pump is 
inactive and the controller is inactive (all the LEDs are OFF). 
- When the pump is not operating and energy begins to arrive from the panels (or 
from the battery) the controller maintains the pump in an OFF position and charges 
the capacitors (LED A and LED B are ON). 
- When the capacitors are completely charged (this takes two or three minutes), the 
controller starts the pumps (LED A and LED C are ON). 
- If all is normal the pump continues to function (LED A and LED C are ON); if the 
pump is operating too slowly or tends to stop (less than 22 Volt entry to controller: 
insufficient insolation,  battery low)  or the  load  is excessive (current over approx. 
4,5 A) (LED G is ON), the controller will cut the pump off (LED C will be OFF). 
- When the pump is off, the cycle will then restart. 
 
Therefore, even on first installation of the pump, after completion of electrical 
connections, or after the pump is switched on again for use, there is always a delay of 
two or three minutes to re-charge the capacitor before the pump actually starts. 
 
Also, in the morning, when the sun is rising, normally the pump will attempt to start 
up and cut out immediately several times, every two or three minutes, before there is 
sufficient sun to keep it at a proper operational level. 
  
When the circuit of the cable of the remote control (FLOAT) is switched off (by a float 
switch or any other device), or if the DRY CHECK, or the OVERLOAD devices start up, 
the controller will turn the pump off (and the corresponding LEDs will light up). 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
          SOLAFLUX 4" PUMP WITH MK3 ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
                        

 
1) MEANING OF THE SELFDIAGNOSTICS RED LED’S IGNITION  
 
LED A:   Voltage input (panels connected and working). 
LED B:   Capacitors charging. 
LED C:   Voltage to the pump (the pump is on). 
LED D:   Float circuit closed (the pump remains off as long as the circuit is closed). 
LED  E:   Notice of dry pump (dry check).  
LED F:  The pump is dry and off (the pump remains off for more or less twenty             
.            minutes). 
LED G:   Overload (the pump remains off for more or less two hours). 
 
 
2) STARTING DEVICE: 
 
The starting device, with some large capacitors, helps the start-up of the pump by 
providing, for less than one second, a current of three times the normal operation 
current. 
 
 
3) DRY FUNCTIONING TESTING DEVICE (DRY CHECK): 
 
  The dry functioning testing device (dry check) consists in a current meter that 
indicates when the current absorbed by the pump decreases under 0.9A (LED E is on). 
 
  If the microswitch is on ON position, the pump is controlled by this device and, when 
the current remains low (LED E is on) for about two minutes, the controller turn the 
pump off (and LED F is on) and keeps it off for about twenty minutes, or until any 
other “reset” of the system  (total lack of current from the panels, turning off for about 
ten seconds of the main switch. 
  If the microswitch is in on OFF, when the current becomes low the device indicates it 
(the LED E is on), but doesn’t intervene on the pump, which remains on. 
 
  To try the dry functioning testing device (dry check), it is necessary to put the 
microswitch on OFF, and then, while the pump is working in real conditions, lift it out 
of the water to see if the LED E light on; after which it must be immersed again to see 
if, in less than one minute, the LED turns off. 
 
If the LED E of the "dry check" is ON for no apparent reason with the pump under 
water and there is no delivery of water from the pump, this could mean that the pump 
is not properly primed or that there is not a sufficient relay of electrical current 
because of an obstacle or interruption in the pump's cables (or after a few years 
because of possible wear of motor brushes). In this case it is necessary to check the 
state of the electrical connections starting with the measurement of the current 
absorbed by the pump and the resistance of the circuit to the pump. 
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          SOLAFLUX 4" PUMP WITH MK3 ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
 
                        

 
4) CALIBRATION POTENTIOMETER FOR THE SENSITIVITY OF “DRY CHECK”:  
 
   The calibration potentiometer for the sensitivity of the “dry check” is calibrated at the 
factory. If once you have tried the device as explained above it is not working 
perfectly, which is unlikely, try to adjust the calibration being calm and patient, with no 
hurry, turning the regulation screw of the calibration potentiometer with small 
movements clockwise (increase the minimum current of intervention) or counter 
clockwise (decrease the minimum current of intervention), using a small screwdriver. 
 
 
 
5) MICROSWITCH OF THE “DRY CHECK” DEVICE: 
 
- ON :  the status of dry pump is indicated and within two minutes, the pump turns off. 
- OFF:  the status of dry pump is indicated but the pump does not turn off. 
 

 
 
6) SECURITY DEVICE AGAINST OVERLOAD: 
 
   This security device is designed to protect against the occasional accidental blocking 
of the pipes (eg sudden frost off season) and consists essentially of a current meter 
that indicates when the current absorbed by the pump exceeds about 4A. In this case, 
the controller immediately switches off the pump (the LED G lights up) and the pump 
remains off for about twenty minutes, or until to any "reset" of the system (total lack 
of current from the panels, switch off for about ten seconds), after which it resumes 
normal operation. 
 
 
 
7) CALIBRATION POTENTIOMETER OF OVERLOAD DEVICE: 
 
  The calibration potentiometer for the sensitivity of the overload device is calibrated at 
 the factory. WARNING: Changing the adjustment can damage the pump! 

 
 
 
8) REMOTE CONTROL DEVICE (FLOAT): 
 
  When the float circuit is closed (by a float switch, or by any other switch or controller 
device), the controller turns the pump off (the LED D turns on), and keeps it off as 
long as the float’s circuit is closed, after which it restarts its normal functioning. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
         SOLAFLUX 4" PUMP WITH  MK3 ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
                               

TROUBLESHOOTING 
 
 

If you experience any of the following difficulties while using the system, use this 
troubleshooting guide to help remedy the problem before requesting repairs. 
Should any problem persist, consult your dealer. 
 
 
 
- No LED lights up: inversion of the panel’s polarity, mistake in electrical connections, 
fuse blown (if the fuse  blows too often, and there is no short circuit, use a larger fuse), 
safety  block of controller (with simultaneously fuse blown) because of incorrect 
manoeuvres, atmospheric charges, damage to controller (attempts to remove the block 
by detaching and then re-connecting the panels or the battery and  changing the fuse; if 
the controller continuously and systematically blocks off then the auto-diagnosis has 
found damage inside the actual controller  itself). Immediately turn off the main switch. 
 
- LED A, LED B and LED C light up, but the pump turns off immediately or almost 
immediately: errors in electrical connections, insufficient sun, run-down battery, under-
sized panels, wrong inclination or placement of panels, panels partially in shade, pump 
cable under-sized or too long, over-immersion, over-sized  pump. 
 
- LED A, LED B and LED C light up regularly and the pump is  functioning with flow 
below expected capacity: incorrect connection of electric wires, insufficient insolation, 
blocked pipes, over-sized pump,  under-sized panels, incorrect inclination or positioning 
of panels, panels  in the shade, pump cable either too long or too small. 
 
- LED A, LED B and LED C light up at regular intervals but no water is  delivered: 
incorrect electrical connection, pump with no energy because of  block in cables or short 
circuit (after some years the engine brushes may  wear out), pump out of water, pump 
not primed, pipes blocked or broken. 
 
- LED E and LED F of the "Dry Check" lights up: pump not in water, pump not  primed, 
blockage or interruption of pump cables (after some years motor  brushes may wear 
out), breakage in pipes. 
 
- LED G lights up: blocked or frozen pipes, over-sized  pump. 
 
-  Before attempting to correct any malfunction always start by measuring the resistance 
of the pump's circuit and then the short circuit current and the open circuit voltage of 
the two pairs of panels, and then the electric current absorbed and the functioning 
voltage of the pump, carrying out first tests and measurements during the central hours 
of the day with maximum insolation, and, afterwards, tests and measurements in the 
marginal hours with less sunshine, also controlling all the other aspects of the 
installation, for example by installing manometers along the pipes.. 
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TERMS OF WARRANTY 
 
 

 
 The product is guaranteed for a period of 24 (twenty four) months from date of 

purchase. The guarantee covers the repair or replacement of any parts that do 
not comply with the contract of sale (and in general with the product 
description), at no cost for labor and materials, while shipping costs will be at 
the charge of the customer. 

 
  
 The warranty shall not apply in case of damage caused by carelessness, or 

installation not in accordance with the instructions supplied, tampering, 
modification of the product or serial number, damage due to accidental causes or 
negligence of the customer. It also shall not apply in case of  failures resulting 
from connecting the equipment at voltages other than those specified , as well 
as in the case of failure caused by infiltration of liquids, fire,  inductive or 
electrostatic discharges caused by lightning , surges or other external device 
phenomena. 

 
 
 Also excluded from the warranty are parts subject to wear due to use, cables 

and cords, connectors, external parts that do not have manufacturing defects. 
 
 
 The warranty also shall not cover periodic inspections and maintenance. 
 
 
 After the warranty period, repairs will be made  charging the cost of  parts 

replaced, the cost of labor and transportation, according to the rates in force. 
 
 
  Any dispute shall be the exclusive competence of the  Grosseto Tribunal 

(different written agreement excepted).  
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